In this paper we generalize Milnor's p-invariants (which were originally defined for "almost trivial" classical links in R3) to (a corresponding large class of) link maps in arbitrary higher dimensions. The resulting invariants play a central role in link homotopy classification theory. They turn out to be often even compatible with singular link concordances. Moreover, we compare them to linking coefficients of embedded links and to related invariants of Turaev and Nezhinskij. Along the way we also study certain auxiliary but important "Hopf homomorphisms".
INTRODUCTION
Given r > 2 and arbitrary dimensions pl, . . . , p, 2 0 and m > 3, we want to study (2) such that (i) Fi and Fj have disjoint images for 1 < i <j < r; (ii) F(x, 0) = (f(x), 0) and F(x, 1) = (f'(x), 1) for all x E JJ Spi; and (iii) F preserves Z-levels.
If we drop the last condition, we say F is a singular link concordance and f, f' are link map concordant (cf. e.g. Cl]).
The concept of link homotopy was introduced in 1954 by Milnor [2] in the case p1 = . . . = pI = 1, m = 3 in order to get a first rough understanding of the overwhelming multitude of classical links. Moreover, starting from the fundamental group of a link complement, Milnor also defined Z-valued link homotopy invariants ,u~ (indexed by the permutations y E X,_ 2 of r -2 elements); they are sharp enough to decide whether or not a classical link homotopy class is trivial.
In an attempt to capture higher-order linking phenomena also in higher dimensions, one approach first suggests itself: just like the classical linking number is determined by + Supported in part by the Brazilian-German CNP,-GMD agreement.
overcrossings, we can define an invariant h,(f) which measures that part of the overcrossing locus of f(w.r. to some decomposition R" = IV-' x W) where the component maps fi are "stacked on top of one another" according to the order given by the permutation y. Unfortunately, when r > 2 this "Hopf invariant" h, turns out to vanish on all spherical link maps f in codimensions > 2 (see Proposition 3.2). On the other hand, h, can be a highly nontrivial invariant for nonspherical link maps (where the spheres Spi are replaced by arbitrary stably parallelized closed manifolds; see Theorem 3.1).
Therefore, we are led to adopt the following composite approach. Given a suitable (c'icBrunnian", cf. Definition 4.1) spherical link map f with r components, we construct an (in general nonspherical) embedded framed link R(f) with r -1 components which is welldetermined up to framed link bordism (as defined e.g. in Cl]), and then we apply h, to rZ (f).
This transition from fto r?(f) involves the following three steps.
Step I (very natural). Form the product map f=fi x ... x fi into the configuration space C,(W = {<Yl, *** ,y,)in(R")'Iyi#JJj for 1 <iij<r}.
(3)
Step II (much more mysterious). Use the fact that the wedge V = Vr-lSm-l occurs as a subspace (and, up to deformation, as a fiber) in Zi,(Rm) and, starting from p, extract a homotopy class which lies in n*(V).
Step ZZI (classical). Identify elements of n*(V) with bordism classes of links via the 
were introduced in 1984 (cf. [3] ) and have since then played a central role in the link homotopy theory of spherical link maps with more than two components (often leading to complete classification results, see e.g. [4] ). However, the complicated homotopy theoretical nature of Step II made it hard until now really to understand these invariants.
In this paper we develop a new technique (embodied in the projectability Theorem 5.2) which often allows us to interpret our p-invariants directly in terms of the geometry of the original link map f: For example, if the first r -1 components of fare smooth embeddings and if the last component f, maps into a wedge of meridians, we can conclude in many cases that the "linking coefficient" (or "input") 4f) = Cfil c=p, (p~~-~) and our auxiliary link class (or "output") have ) equal values under the Hopf homomorphisms h, (which, however, are evaluated in two entirely different dimension settings). In particular, in the classical case of l-dimensional links in R3 the scenario switches from the algebra of the free nonabelian group nl( v S') (where the values of h, in ~"0 = Z turn out to be Magnus exponents) to the geometry of the codimension-2 link r?(f) in R'. This is the bridge leading to the proof that Milnor's group theoretical p-invariants are but a special case of our geometric ones. As another consequence of our input-output analysis we can prove in codimensions greater than 2 that certain p-invariants of Turaev (which are defined for embedded spherical links, cf.
[S]) suspend to our p-invariants (which are defined for all spherical link maps here; see the end of Section 4 and the appendix).
A second application of the projectability Theorem 5.2 concerns compatibilities with Nezhinskij's link suspension Eiy 1 < i < r, which is based on rotations and which increases all dimensions m and pj, j # i, by 1 while leaving pi unchanged. In Theorem 7.2 we prove that the p-invariants of f and of Eif agree up to a fixed sign whenever f is k-Brunnian. As a consequence, very often pu,(f) turns out to be even invariant under singular link concordances (see Theorem 8.1 and Corollary 8.2) . This may seem a little surprising since singular link concordances involve the transition from R" to IW'"+l, but the corresponding inclusion of c#Im) into cr(Rm+') is obviously homotopy trivial. Anyway, this result allows us to find new cases where classification up to link homotopy and up to singular link concordance coincide and are performed by ,u-invariants (compare Theorem 8.4(c) of this paper to Theorems A and 5.1 in Cl]). Actually, I am not aware of any case where these two equivalence relations are known to differ, and one might wonder whether there is a generally valid singular analogon of the Haefliger-Smale theorem ("embedded concordance implies isotopy in codimensions greater than 2", cf. [6, 2.2]). ' Let us recall at this point that in the special case r = 3 the concordance invariance of p was already obtained in [l] ; it was deduced from a very different geometric interpretation of p in terms of intersections.
A possible third application of the projectability theorem deals with link mapsfinto the standard torus S ' x D"-' c R" and with the p-invariants of the "augmented" link maps in R"' consisting offand of a finite number of 2-codimensional meridians {zi} x aDme', zi E S'. For example in view of Hacon's classification theorem (cf. [7] ) invariants of this type decide in the metastable dimension range whether a higher-dimensional knot in the torus is isotopic to the unknot. Details will be given elsewhere. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present facts from homotopy theory which will be needed for the construction of a(f) and in the proofs of the projectability Theorem 5.2 and of the suspension invariance Theorem 7.2. Section 3 contains a rather detailed geometric study of the omnipresent higher Hopf invariants h,, both in terms of overcrossings and of intersections. After defining the p-invariants in Section 4 we can greatly increase their domain with the help of a few formal properties. For example, if 1 < Pl, *.. ,pr < m -3 then pY becomes an additive link concordance invariant canonically defined for all link maps (see Corollary 8.2).
Sections 5 and 7 contain the two central technical Theorems 5.2 and 7.2 of the paper. These are exploited in the remaining sections and in the appendix in order to compare our p-invariants to linking coefficients and to link invariants of Milnor, Turaev and Nezhinskij, and also to deduce invariance results concerning singular link concordance.
Notations and Conventions. Throughout this paper we assume I > 2 and m 2 3. Given an s-tuple (p) = (PI, . . . ,pJ of nonnegative integers, we write lpl:= p1 + ... + pS.
Spaces (and in particular spheres) are endowed with a base point *. Hence spheres are also endowed with a CW-decomposition 5: = *iu(Sp -*i) . Products of spheres inherit *Note added in prooE P. Teichner has announced recently that singular link concordance implies link homotopy in codimensions at least 2. the resulting product base point (*r, . . . , *J and the resulting product CW-structure. The configurations space c,(lRm) of ordered r-tuples of pairwise distinct points in IF?" inherits its topology from (lR"l)'.
All occurring manifolds are assumed to be smooth;framed means stably parallelized. An immersion is called framed if its normal bundle is trivialized.
A LITTLE HOMOTOPY THEORY
In this (and the next) section we will discuss the commuting diagram u P ",r,@mN c qaot'
Here we assume that (p) = (PI, . . . ,p,) is a given s-tuple of nonnegative integers and s > 1, I >, 2.
We denote by S(P).= SPI x . . . x SP'
the resulting product (cell complex) of spheres which has dimension lpi:= p1 + ... + pr
In the next section we will assume X to equal
x.-z SP'X . . .
I'
xsp~-lx*ixsP~+l x . . . XSP" (6) for some 1 d i < s such that pi > 1. However, in Section 2 X can be any subcomplex of
i=l quot,,, denotes the obvious quotient map; e.g. X c Y induces the map quot1 : S'P'/X+S'P'/Y = S'P' .
r-l
Also recall that the wedge V S"-' occurs as a deformation retract of the fiber R" -{y:"', . . . , yj?l) of the fibration incl induces monomorphisms between homotopy groups (cf. [8] ). Due to our general assumption m 2 3, v S"-' and c, ([w ") are simply connected, and hence base point free and base point preserving homotopy sets (denoted by square brackets) coincide here. ProoJ: Represent quott(w) by a map g : Stp) --, vS"-' such that glX = * (= wedge point). By induction over the dimension of the cells in Y -X, we can deform g rel X until all of Y gets mapped to *. Indeed, the closure E of such a cell c in Scp) is the product of some factor spheres Spi and some (at least one) base points. If, by induction, g is already constant on E -c, the obstruction to making g also constant on c lies in the kernel of (by condition (i)); but-as in (5) and Proposition 2.1-this kernel is trivial. In the end g defines an element v as desired, which is the unique inverse image of w and hence also of u.
Finally observe that u lies in the image of the right hand arrow incl, (by condition (ii)). Thus, a suitable element w (for X =*), and hence v, always exist. cl
HIGHER HOPF INVARIANTS OF OVONSPHERICAL) LINK MAPS AND THEIR GEOMETRY
In this section we study certain geometric invariants h, and establish, in particular, the commuting triangle in diagram (5) . Canonical desuspensions of h, and their relations to the Hopf ladders of Boardman and Steer will be discussed briefly in the appendix.
Let X be an n-dimensional framed manifold without boundary, let k > 1, r 3 2 and 419 ... 9 q,_ 1 be integers and denote jql:= q1 + q2 + *** +q,-1.
Given a permutation ~EC,...~ of {1,2, . . . , r -2}, we will construct an invariant h,(dd+k-,,,+,-2 for every framed link map (9) g = (g', 9"): IJ N;+k-q' -bx x lRk (10) i=l (i.e. the closed manifolds Ni having the indicated dimensions are framed, g is continuous and g(Ni)ng(Nj) = 0 for 1 < i #j < r -l), as follows. After sufficiently small approximations we have: is well-defined, smooth and
transverse to some point z in (Sk-1)r-2; if k = 1, z:= (+l, +l, . ..) + 1). Then we define hy (g) to be the framed bordism class of gy -I ({z}) or, equivalently, the corresponding stable homotopy class. This invariant is independent of our choices and depends on g only up to bordism of framed link maps.
We can choose z = (ek, ek, . . . , ek), where
and represent h,(g) by that part of the "overcrossing locus" (with respect to the projection 7r to xxlWk-' x (0)) where we have glN,,,, > dN,,2,
(with respect to the last coordinate in Wk). This ouercrossing interpretation is particularly interesting when all gi > 2 and hence no g can be deformed into a nearby self-transverse framed immersion. 
Indeed, elements in the domain correspond-via the Pontryagin-Thorn procedure-to bordism classes of framed links in X x [Wk.
As a special case, this defines the maps h, in diagram (5). In order to obtain the left-hand homomorphism, put X = RIP'-' and k = 1 when IpJ > 1. As for the right-hand arrow h, in (5), we assume X = Xi (cf. (6)) for some 1 < i < s such that pi 2 1; for a coherent sign convention we view S@'/X E X x IR pin {co} as the one-point-compactification of (X x Rpi-') x [w. These arrows commute up to a sign with the map quot 7 which is induced by the inclusion of the top cell. 
y E XI-2, where lj E rcq, (VII: Vi) is given by the obvious jth inclusion. These Whitehead products turn out to be in a sense dual to the homomorphisms h,. of the unit sphere in lRc~+L~ = lwcl x [WC2 and on the corresponding (projection) maps rj to the quotients S'j = B"j/BLj of the unit balls B'j. Thus, we can describe a link corresponding to
Crr ,121 E nnc, +cz-I P"l V SC21 by for any fixed z in the interior of BLz (here we choose the base point {co} to lie in Sdl-1 xscz-1 ).
The evaluation of our Hopf homomorphisms on such a link can be approached in the spirit of the intersection interpretation. When we apply our intersection procedure (discussed in (12) ) to the two linked spheres above, we can describe Sly by the single point z' where a suitable ball with boundary SLl-r x {z> intersects (0) x Sd2-r.
Similarly, a link in Rc~+d~+c2-2 corresponding to [lo, [zr, I~] ] can take the form
and we see again from the intersection approach (cf. (12) ) that h0,1,2C~0, bl, 1211 = k ho,h, d = k Cpointl (18) where r. and 11,2 are the canonical inclusions into Sdo V S11+L2-1. This procedure is compatible with forming further (iterated) Whitehead products since it works "fiberwise" when we replace a euclidian space E of dimension 1 + X(4, -1) by any tubular neighborhood A4 x E in a higher-dimensional euclidean space.
Working our way successively from the innermost factors z,_ 1, I,,(,_ 2), . . . of the iterated Whitehead product z,,, towards the outer factors . . . I,,(~), ry,(lJ we get, on one hand, On the other hand, if y # y' (and hence we have for some 1 < j 6 r -2 that y(i) = y'(i), i =j + 1, . . . , r -2, but y(j) # y'(j)), then h,(z,,) has the form and a suitable nulbordism (constructed fiberwise) of the link component corresponding to i intersects only the y'( j)th component, not the y(j)th component which lies "further outside"; therefore the iterated intersection which represents h,(z,,) is empty. Now let T = M x lRiq'-r+2 c Rp be the tubular neighborhood of a closed smooth submanifold M and let g: Sp-+ S1ql-r+2 be g' rven by the second projection on T and constant outside of T. Applying the previous discussion to every fiber of T, we obtain a link representing (Q), [g]; also we see that h,(z,, [g]) can be represented by the framed manifold it4 x f {point} whereas for y # y', h&+,,*[g]) can be represented by the empty manifold. This proves the first claim in our theorem.
Finally, assume that all qi > 2. Then our epimorphism
is even bijective since its domain is freely generated by (I -2)! many "basic products" in the sense of Hilton (see [lo, p. 1551).
More generally, the same basic products yield the full Hilton decomposition of E,(VlZ: Sqi) whenever p <jq( + min{qi} -I, and then the corresponding factor groups zJS'~'-'+~) are also stable. Since the successive intersection description of h, applies (fiberwise) to (composites of) these basic products, our homomorphism h, on one hand, and the Hilton isomorphism, on the other hand, are related by the invertible (I -2)! x (T -2)!-matrix over Z which is formed by the values of h on the basic products. The second claim in Theorem 3.1 follows.
q
The previous proof describes explicit links with nontrivial h,-values (see (16) , (17) In other words, the invariant h, is a linear combination of the invariants h,, y E C,_ 2, with coefficients * 1 or 0.
THE pINVARIANTS OF SPHERICAL LINK MAPS
Given a link map such that I > 2, pl, . . . ,pr 2 0 and m > 3, the product map
takes S(P) = SPl x . . . x Sp' already into the configuration space C,(Rm) c (R"')r (this restriction concerning the image of p is actually equivalent to the link map condition f;:(Sp')nfj(Sp') = 8 for i # j). The resulting (ordinary) homotopy class
is our basic link homotopy invariant of $ Unfortunately it contains many redundancies and lies in a rather unwieldy homotopy set. We will therefore "break it up" into simpler parts and obtain our higher-dimensional p-invariants. For this purpose we will apply the discussion of Section 2 to u = rc(f) (and r = s). is nulhomotopic (as a map into c,(R"l)) for i = 1, . . . ,r. Now let f be rc-Brunnian. Due to the symmetry properties of f this implies in particular the homotopy triviality of the composite of f^ with the ith projection @Qm) + c,._ i(Rm) (which drops the ith component of a configuration) for i = 1, . . . , r. It follows from Proposition 2.2 that there is a unique element 
then by Theorem 3.1 the resulting (I -2)!-tuple of p-invariants off contains precisely as much information as the original basic rc-invariant rc(f) = cf]. This applies in particular when all pi < m -2. Then also f;:(*i) can be joined to a faraway point outside the image of (a suitable approximation of) fj, j # i, and hence f is rc-Brunnian if and only if the rc-invariants of the sub-link maps Fiji ... u J-l u J + 1 u . . . u f, are trivial for i = 1, . . . , r. We obtain by induction over r: Next we assume pl, . . . ,p, to be strictly positive (but otherwise arbitrary) and we establish some compatibility results for the invariants JC and p. Consider the link map (ii) Zf the link maps f +, f -are rc-Brunnian and base point preserving, then so is f + + f -,
and we have Z(f'+f-)=R(f+)+IZ(f-) and a(f + +f -) = P,(f ') + P,(f -).
Proof: Since (i) follows easily from standard techniques, we concentrate on claim (ii). The ith component map of the connected sum f=fc +f-factors through a wedge S+ US; of pi-spheres. Hence, f^ factors through the product fJ (s+LJs;) = us: x ... xs:
If a partial product S to the right-hand side contains the "positive" factors Sl, . . . , Sl for some 1 < s < r, then the corresponding as well as the remaining components of p form two nulhomotopic maps into configuration spaces of complementary half-spaces of R"; hence plS is also nulhomotopic.
Therefore, only f^l(S: x ... x S,?) mp+ and f^l(K x ... x S;) N f^-contribute substantially to f Using Puppe's result Proposition 2.1 in a cell-by-cell argument we see that f is also rc-Brunnian and C(f) = C(f') + r?(f-) as claimed. cl Ifp,, .*. , pr 2 1, the compatibility result above can now be used to extend the invariants li and pY to all base point preserving link maps whether they are rc-Brunnian or not. Given (27) (i) these definitions agree with the previous ones for every rc-Brunnian link map f; and (ii) these invariants vanish on every link map f such that at least one component fi is constant.
If we assume even that pl, . . . ,p, < m -3 or that m -2, pl, . . . ,p, 2 2, then BLM& is abelian (cf. e.g. [4, 1.41) and therefore e and hence E and pv are additive homomorphisms canonically defined on all of BLA4,", (i.e. independent of choices). Moreover, if all spheres have dimensions strictly less than m -2, base point free and base point preserving link homotopy coincides (cf. e.g. [4, 1.71).
PROJECTARLE MAPS
The most important step in the construction of p-invariants is to associate the (usually nonspherical) link class C(f) to a suitable spherical link map $ This transition is very homotopy theoretical and abstract and at first sight not easy to understand geometrically.
In this section we will discuss a direct way which allows us often to find an element w as in Section 2 for u = I and, in particular, to read off p,(f) = h?(w).
Given a line I c R", let rr:lR" + I1 denote the projection onto its orthogonal complement and let R-i(C,(r')) be the subset of c,(W) consisting of those configurations which project already to configurations in I*. On the other hand, as in the construction of N above, G defines also a framed link bordism from N to a link N in Sfp). But under the Pontryagin-Thorn construction N' corresponds to g', and hence N corresponds to a homotopy class w as in Proposition 2.2 (for X = X,, cf. (6)) such that incl *o quotz(w) = [g] =: u. Our claim follows now from Proposition 2.2 and (13).
COMPARISON TO MILNOR'S p-INVARIANTS AND TO LINEING COEFFICIENTS
For a first application of the "projectability theorem" (Theorem 5.2), we assume that &:=m-pi-121 fori=l,...,r-1.
In order to carry out the "input-output analysis" announced in [3] we will compare a map J. : SP' +V:: : Sqi ("input") to the resulting link map e. (6)=elll...Ue,-,Uh:i~~Spi~R"
and its invariants ("output"). Here el, . . . , e,_ 1 denote standard embeddings into parallel disjoint hyperplanes of R", and we interpret I/ := V Sql as a wedge of corresponding small meridians Sq' such that the ball spanned by ei(SPi) intersects V transversely and precisely in one point zi E Sqi (see Fig. 1 ). Clearly, the product map ex) (cf. (20)) is projectable (cf. Definition 5.1): just choose 1 to be a suitable line in a hyperplane parallels of which contain the sets ei (Spi) (which therefore project to disjoint balls). The components of the resulting link N (cf. (28) 
(which kills all Hilton factors corresponding to basic Whitehead products not involving alI meridians z I, . . . , z,_ 1). It follows that both ,u~ and h, 0 1 remain unchanged if we replace f by e(f) = e, (retr(A.(f))) + 1u * (cf. (27) and (30)). Our claim follows now from (27)(ii) and Theorem 6.1.
COMPATIBILITY WITH NEZHINSKIJ SUSPENSIONS
In this section we describe a base point preserving version of a suspension construction introduced by Vladimir Nezhinskij (cf. [13, 1; 14, 2.2; 151) and we study its compatibility with p-invariants. The central idea is to apply the projectability Theorem 5.2 to a map G (cf. (42)) which is defined on (S I)'-l x SIPI and which seems well-suited to capture the rotations involved in Nezhinskij's construction.
Throughout this section assume that pl, . . . 
and the half-space R", is defined by the inequality x2 > 0). Put 
After a fairly obvious canonical deformation we may assume that (i) fj maps actually the whole complement of the ball Bj to *j, j # i, and (ii) the image of all of f lies in the "quarter space" (x E R" 1 x2 2 0, x3 > 0) which we denote by R "+ + (cf. also T+ in [4, 1.41).
Then a new base point preserving link map, the Nezhinski suspension (Fig. 2) Eif:S is obtained by "rotating" all but the ith component off along the (x3,x,+ &plane and by using standard homeomorphisms Spj+' z S' x Bj/-and IW?+' z S' x I%!", +/m (where (z; x) N (z'; x) whenever z, z' ES 1 and x lies in the boundary of the ball Bj or in the (half) hyperplane x3 = 0, resp.).
In the same way a base point preserving link homotopy (cf. 
It is easy to find a base point preserving link homotopy from EiftO Bif (use a deformation involving H in the negative x3-range). 
onto the complement of the (x1, x2, x4, . . . , x,)-subspace; here we identify the product of S ' and of the positive x3-axis in the obvious way with the punctured (x3,x,+ &plane. We want to compare Eif to the nonspherical link map 
is defined as follows: thejth component of the configuration G(zl, . . . , Zi-1, Zi+ 1, . . . , z,; x) is (id x h) (zj, gj(x)) for j # i while its ith component equals h@,(x)) (whenever zj ES~ for all j # i and x ESI~I; see also (37)). Now observe that G is projectable in the sense of Definition 5.1; indeed, the images of G 1, . . . , G,... 1 are circles (or a point) which project along the (positive) x,+ l-axis I to pairwise disjoint intervals. In order to apply Theorem 5.2, it suffices (by Proposition 2.2) to check that G is nulhomotopic when restricted to {(z 13 ... ,zi-l,zi+l, ... ,ZI;X)E(S')~-'XS'~'IZ~= l> for j # i. If i = I (or j = r), rotate the constant Gj (or Gi, resp.) by the angle R in R'"+ ' (cf. (37)) and combine a nulhomotopy of G, = g,o proj in R" -{*k 1 k # i, j} with a contraction of the remaining components of G. If i, j # r (and hence G, is obtained by rotating gJ, rotate the constants Gi and Gj to Zi = 1 and Zj = -1 and contract G, near z, = 1 as above; after moving Gi to a faraway point it is now easy to find the desired nulhomotopy of GI.
It follows that G and fi are nulhomotopic on every strict subproduct in their domains. But since Spjfl/aBj = (S' x Spj)/S' x {*}, the domain of p' (cf. (40)) inherits a cell decomposition from the domain of P, and we can combine obstruction theory with Puppe's result Proposition 2.1 to show inductively that also fl' is nulhomotopic outside the top cell. We conclude from diagram (40) (37)). More generally, for 1 <j < r -1 Gj maps into the unit circle of the plane lj x 1 which is parallel to the (x3, x,+ l)-plane; here we define I = xn+*-axis In order also to study G, we may assume that where a * assigns to each element of an "inner" circle the only element of the outer circle lying "above" it w.r. to the +x,+ 1 -coordinate (see Fig. 3 ). Since these two maps are nulhomotopic, we may replace them by constant maps c,,j and cj, resp., without changing the link homotopy type of N. Ifj = i, Nf has the desired product form (,l)'-' x (c,j} x MT right away, but N,: = 8.
For the calculation of h,(N) we may assume that the constants c,,j, 1 <j < r -1 are pairwise distinct. Then only the sublink 
CONCORDANCE INVARIANCE
In this section we show that in many cases our p-invariants and certain components of linking coefficients remain unchanged by (singular) link concordances. As a consequence we can specify situations where classification up to link homotopy and up to singular link concordance coincides and is completely achieved by our CL-invariants. On the other hand, Nezhinskij's construction is also compatible with smooth embeddings. Indeed, if a component map fj off is already a base point preserving embedding into R", , we may deform it until fj 1 8Bj is a standard inclusion into a small sphere in &R", near *j (see (33), (34)); the corresponding "rotated" component of Eif will again be an embedding. The same applies to concordances. Now, if we apply an iterated Nezhinskij suspension E = Ey'o .e. 0 EfJ. to the link maps fandf', their p-invariants remain unchanged except for a fixed f sign (see Theorem 7.2) . Choose N, big enough so that the rth component map SpP --* LB",'" of EFf can be approximated by an embedding, and similarly forf' and F. This procedure can be iterated until Ef and Ef' are embedded links which are joined by the embedded link concordance 
